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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR OF
ID-DAR TAL-PROVIDENZA
Id-Dar tal-Providenza is very dear to the Maltese people.
New Year’s Day offers everyone another opportunity to
show their love, support and generosity towards Id-Dar
during its annual fundraising event Festa ta’ Ġenerożità
because it is indeed a great manifestation of generosity.
As part of the fundraising activities during Festa ta’
Ġenerożità , the Annual Art Auction will again be held,
and without the generosity of over eighty local and
foreign artists who have donated one or more pieces of
art to be auctioned, this event could not be taking place
and I would like to thank each and every one of them.
These works of art will be displayed in the Parliament of
Malta, Valletta, from 18 November to Christmas.
The art pieces on auction can be viewed also online on the
website belgraviaauctions.com and if you are interested
in acquiring one of these unique pieces, I encourage you

to leave a bid on the website or contact Belgravia Online
Auctions at belgravia@belgraviaauctions.com
I would like to thank the team who organise this annual
fundraising event; Ing. Karl Camilleri, Ms Nadine Camilleri
Cassano, Ms Jackie Micallef, Mr David Grech and many
other volunteers who are coordinating the auction.
Special thanks goes to Hon. Dr Anglu Farrugia, Speaker of
the House of Representatives for kindly offering the
Parliament premises for the exhibition, as well as Mr
Joseph Sammut from Belgravia Auctions.
By buying these works of art you will be helping Id-Dar
Tal-Providenza to continue to realise the dream of Mgr
Michael Azzopardi to offer a residence in a family-like
environment to persons with disability, who for one
reason or another could not remain with their natural
family.
Fr Martin Micallef
Director
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1. Milky Way At Dwejra

Galina Troizky
Watercolour; 85cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €500
Galina Troizky was born in Moscow and graduated in applied art and fashion
design. She subsequently lived and worked as an artist for several years in
Berlin. Since 2001, Galina has commuted between her homes in Berlin and
Gozo, where she developed her figurative art around the inspiring Gozitan
landscapes. Apart from regularly participating in a number of collective
events in Malta as well as in Germany, New York , Zurich, Holland and
Moscow, Galina has held solo exhibitions in Berlin, at the Ministry for Gozo
and at the National Museum of Fine Arts , Valletta, with her contemporary
art, under the aegis of the Russian Culture Centre in Malta.

Galina Troizky
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2. Reflections

Maria Rossella Dalmas
Acrylic; 47cm X 57cm
Starting Bid: €370
Maria Rossella Dalmas was born in Hamrun and is the daughter of water
colour artist and photographer Giuseppe Cassar. She was educated at St
Dorothy's Convent Mdina, later graduating from the University of Malta as
community pharmacist but is now retired.

Maria Rossella Dalmas
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3. Still Life

Ethelbert Perini
Soft Pastel; 44cm x 44cm
Starting Bid: €185
Born 1971. Ethelbert has been living in Marsascala since 1996. Mainly self
taught though had early guidance from Harry Alden (b 1929) whilst in
Secondary school. He attended the local School of Art under Anton Calleja
(b.1955). Later on he attended Calleja's life classes in Bahrija till 2008. Have
consistently painting and drawing since then in various media including
acrylics, charcoal and lately soft pastels, in which he is experimenting in
creating form and texture in clean unblended strokes. Ethelbert frequently
exhibits in collective exhibitions and charity auctions.

Ethelbert Perini
Facebook: Ethelbert Perini Art
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4. A Solitary Road

Adrienne Cassar
Oil on Canvas; 70cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €400
Adrienne Cassar (b.1954) is a bold expressionist cautiously and prudently
following in the steps of her father the late Carmelo Mangion (1905-97) and
like him she admires the French Impressionists and Expressionists. The
freshness, spontaniety and freedom of her brush strokes show a
decisiveness of thought and action. Perhaps her best work depicts a path
that leads into the picture space when suddenly it disappears into a valley.
This scene could be a landscape from her rooftop studio overlooking San
Gwann. It gives a sense of space, of freedom and well earned solitude. Her
obsession with light entering arched streets and underground vaults reveals
her love for contrasts while her streetscapes dominated by our domed
churches point to vernacular leanings for hilltop villages, for open spaces and
green open countryside. Adrienne is inspired by nature and the connivance
of man.

Adrienne Cassar
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5. Il-Qarraba

Henry Alamango
Watercolour; 52cm x 72cm
Starting Bid: €400
Henry Alamango is a self-taught artist who has forever loved to transfer,
through paint onto paper, the love of nature that is etched in his upbringing.
However, it was not until relatively recently that he has thrown himself into
the art-scene, with a little discipline and a lot of enthusiasm. Whilst Henry
has travelled widely and enjoys painting on his trips, his representational art
is rooted in a love of all things Mediterranean, with particularly strong
impressions of the Maltese Islands. Warm Mediterranean light and stone,
strong sea and skies and an abundance of colourful paraphernalia are
profusely represented in his paintings.

Henry Alamango
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6. Looking Out

Maria Cassar
Oil on Canvas; 60cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €350
Maria Cassar started attending art lessons under Ray Pitrè. Subsequently,
for over ten years, Ms Cassar participated in art sessions at the studio of
Harry Alden. Under Alden’s guidance, Maria sharpened her eye and was
guided to look at things differently from an artistic point of view. This led
her to explore new styles and seek different solutions on how to express her
feelings in a more creative manner. Maria Cassar’s pictures attest a longing
for perfect beauty, for peace and harmony, for a paradise on earth. There is
great poetical vitality in her work. Children feature prominently in nearly all
the works. They appear playing, many times on the shoreline. The young
creatures possess anecdotal charm and adopt natural tender poses as light
strikes their bodies in a rainbow of colours.Ms Cassar took part in various
collective exhibitions. In 2010 she showed her works in a solo exhibition
entitled ‘Images from Life’ at art..e gallery, Victoria, Gozo. This was followed
by other exhibitions in 2013 and 2015 at the same gallery. Her paintings are
to be found in various local private collections and abroad.

Maria Cassar
https://www.facebook.com/ArtEGalleryGozo/
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7. Knisja ta' Kristu Re Rahal Gdid
Raymond Agius
Watercolour; 60cm X 45cm
Starting Bid: €200

At 64 years old Ray is an Artist, Gunsmsith, Mechanic, Draughtsman,
Engineer, Industrial Designer living on 3 continents. Ray has been exhibiting
art for 4 decades. He has had 13 solo exhibitions in Malta. His work can be
seen in multiple books and in private collections. He has written 3 books of
his own and presently working on a Graphic Novel. He divides his time
between his studios in the USA, Australia and Malta.

Raymond Agius
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8. Valletta Balconies

Charles Palmier
Watercolour; 60cm x 42cm
Starting Bid: €500
Born in 1950. At a very young age he started showing interest in drawing.
He studied at the St. Joseph Secondary Technical School in Paola and later at
the school of arts in Msida. His favourite subjects were art and history, which
later greatly influenced his work. In 1975 he opened his art studio in Sliema.
Charles specialises in watercolour paintings and pen and ink drawings. In his
landscape and seascape drawings he often likes to include Maltese
characteristics. Charles also loves to paint historic scenes, especially those
depicting Maltese history. His work is spread in many countries such as U.K.,
Germany, France, USA, and Japan.

Charles Palmier
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9. On the way to Sannat

Audrey Mercieca
Oil on Canvas; 50cm x 30cm
Starting Bid: €480
Audrey studied art and art history under the guidance of Dr Joseph Paul
Cassar. Later on she attended classes by the artist Charles Cassar, Anton
Calleja’s live classes, Philip Agius, Winston Hassall. She studied drawing and
sculpture at the Malta School of Art with Mr Joseph Chetcuti and painting at
same school with Mr Noel Azzopardi. She placed first in a sculpture course
with Ms. Chetcuti. Audrey also attended courses at the Florence Academy
of Art for drawing, painting and sculpture with artists Jordan Sokol, Eran
Webber, Vitaliy Shtanko , Jura Bedic and Simone Olivia Moritz Audrey
Mercieca loves to experiment in different media and various subjects. She
admits that her favourite are imaginative. It depends on her mood to pick up
a media and start bringing to life on paper what’s in her mind. Audrey
admires artists such as Alphonse Mucha for the good design, Salvador Dali
for his imagination, Mary Cassatt for the sensuality she depicts in her pastel
paintings and Gustav Klimt for his decorative paintings. Audrey is a member
of the Malta Society of Arts & Pastel Society of Arts. She took part in various
collective exhibitions. She was awarded "Ġieh l-Għasri" 2018 in association
with the art works she did for Għasri namely Religious Bandalori.
Audrey Mercieca
Facebook: Audrey Mercieca Fine Art Studio
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10. Balluta Bay as it was

Paul Fenech
Watercolour; 66cm x 36cm
Starting Bid: €150
Paul Fenech is a retired educator. His life has been dedicated to encouraging
free expression across culture and mutual respect amongst different societies.
He's been inspired by Ted Wessen. Paul is a spontaneous, generous, and
dynamic person. He lives the moment. A pleasure to be in his company –
always alive and jolly! He starts early in the morning, to choose the location,
before the sun is up - finding the perfect setting to capture the scene. His
favourite place is Qala, Gozo.

Paul Fenech
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11. Mdina from Mtarfa

Claude Gaffiero
Watercolours; 80cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €200
Claude Gaffiero studied Art at the Lyceum and the Government School of
Art. He continued with his studies in Germany where he served in the
Army. He was a member of the Artists’ Guild and of the Six Soldier Artists
Group. He has taken part in several exhibitions both with these
organisations and with others. His favourite medium is watercolours.

Claude Gaffiero
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12. Dingli

Yves Cali
Oil on Canvas; 24cm x 30cm
Starting Bid: €290
Yves Cali, son of Carlo and Yvette nee Serge, was born on the 9th February
1947, married to Jean nee Thompson, was educated at Chiswick House
School then St Aloysius College. In 1987 Yves designed Malta’s present Coat
of Arms, The President’s Flag and Malta’s Maritime flag. He designed the
cartoon booklet for Malta’s entry into the EU and a similar one for Lithuania.
Yves Cali took up oil painting some ten years ago giving preference to
landscapes. Self taught he feels that art comes naturally to him and is in his
genes. On his father’s side we have his Great Grandfather Giuseppe Cali. His
grandfather, Ramiro Cali, and Ramiro’s wife, Maria Cali Corleo. His father
Carlo and uncle Guido were also extremely good painters; his father having
been responsible of designing the 1964, Independence Coat of Arms. On his
mother’s side, Yves can boast of Giovanni Schranz, his great, great, great
grandfather whose paintings, together with those of Giuseppe Cali may be
found in the Museum of Fine Arts in Valletta and is the great, great grandson
of Nicola Zammit who was a doctor, a lawyer and architect.

Yves Cali
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13. Il-Bajtar

Raymond Borg
Acrylic on Canvas; 60cm X 46cm
Starting Bid: €160
Born on the 27th November 1963, Raymond Borg started his studies at the
Artisan College in Targa Gap where he studied both Art and Sculpture in
detail; besides mastering the jewellery trade. Ray also studied at the School
of Art in Valletta where he obtained his Diploma after 4 years both in Art and
its history. For several years after that he presented several Art related
programmes on local television channels in Malta. Ray sees no limit in his
art...he still continues his studies on a day to day basis, thinks about his aims,
and uses all kinds of materials to obtain his effects. His art represents his
factual perceptions of life. His works consist of many different shapes and
colours where it's quite clear that he never sticks to one style but
continuously experiments.

Raymond Borg
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14. Take Me There

Dianna Lambert
Acrylic on Canvas; 30cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €65
Dianna Lambert has been living in Malta for 8 years. She learnt her art and
various crafts informally over the last 30 years. She works in various
mediums.

Dianna Lambert
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15. Study of Lotus Flowers
Catherine Cavallo
Oil on Canvas; 40cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €350

I studied Fine Art/Oil Painting for 4 years at The City and Guilds London
School of Art, graduating with 1st Class Hons. After 9 years in London l
moved to Tuscany where l spent 3 more years, and where my love for
landscapes was born.
Now residing in Malta, my paintings yo-yo between landscapes and
figurative work. I draw my inspiration from looking at the world around me
and current events. I enjoy depicting groups of people in various
environments and situations, which l intersperse with landscapes, so the
weight of my themes vary. I use landscapes as the light relief to my heavier
figurative works.

Catherine Cavallo
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16. Razzett Ras il-Pellegrin

Maria Rossella Dalmas
Acrylic on Canvas; 75cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €600
Maria Rossella Dalmas was born at Hamrun in 1948. She is the daughter of
the late watercolour artist and photographer Giuseppe Cassar. She qualified
as a pharmacist from the University of Malta and works as a community
pharmacist. Basically Rossella is a self-taught artist but was influenced by her
father mostly as regards composition. Her style is however entirely her own.
She developed her velvety pastel like effect in acrylics after many years of
experimenting. Acrylic, as a medium, is favoured because it is very fast drying
and extremely versatile. She took part in several collective exhibitions both
in Malta and abroad. She held a total of four solo exhibitions, of which three
at the Museum of Fine Arts, Valletta in 1993, 1994, 2003, 2005.She had two
winning entries in the Mid Med Bank (now HSBC) competition held in May
1996. She also won first prize in the Kreativa Competition organised by the
Institute of Visual Arts and an honourable mention in the First National Art
Competiton 2002 of the Society of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. Her
subjects are commonplace but the interpretation is not. Rossella feels that it
is always best to paint what one is familiar with. The transformation renders
the commonplace poetic (and life bearable) and recently in 2018 with her
father and Albert J Caruana and his daughter Dorianne Alden.

Maria Rossella Dalmas
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17. Flamingo

Emmanuel Borg
Pastel; 44cm x 56cm
Starting Bid: €100
Emmanuel Borg was born in Lija in 1952, and has always been passionate
about arts. He studied at the Society of Arts in Valletta under the teaching of
Matthew Cassar. He is currently taking another course in arts at the School
of Arts in Valletta, with Noel Azzoppardi. Has also exposed his work of arts
in various exhibitions.

Emmanuel Borg
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18. Mdina Sunset

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 80cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €90
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.
Michael Vassallo
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19. Untitled

John Grima
Mixed Media on Watercolor Paper; 64cm x 49cm
Starting Bid: €700
John Grima (b. 1967) is a Maltese visual artist working in various art forms
including painting, sculpture and design.
Besides exhibiting extensively in Malta and Gozo, he has held numerous
personal exhibitions in major capitals and cities including Sydney, Canberra,
Melbourne, New York, Paris, London, Beijing, Mannheim, Milan,
Luxembourg and Brussels.
He participated and exhibited collectively in shows and competitions both in
Malta and internationally, where he has won several prestigious awards.
His works have been selected and exhibited in prestigious venues including
the Royal Birmingham Society of Artists, the United Society of Artists, the
National Acrylic Painters’ Association, the Mall Galleries, Harrods in London,
Hotel de Ville in Paris, the World Trade Centre in Stockholm, the National Arts
Club and the United Nations Headquarters in New York, the UNESCO Centre
in Beirut, and the Beijing Yan Huang Art Museum, the EU Commission Jean
Monnet Building in Luxembourg, and the EU Commission Berlaymont in
Brussels.
John Grima
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20. My Monet

Henry Borg Barthet
Acrylic on Canvas; 60cm X 90 cm
Starting Bid: €350
Studied art under Espirit Barthet (uncle) at the School of Arts and held
several exhibitions.

Henry Borg Barthet
https://henryborgbarthet.wordpress.com/
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21. Bouquet in Pink

Vania Goshe
Oil on Canvas; 40cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €300
Vania Goshe was born in 1976 and grew up in Chirpan, Bulgaria, where she
showed an early interest in and talent for art. She furthered her studies at
the New Bulgarian University in Sofia graduating in Cinema, Television and
Advertising, whilst actively pursuing her artistic interests by attending
classes in drawing and painting. She worked as a videographer in television
and as a cameraperson for international film companies, whilst begining to
take part in joint and solo art exhibitions and accepting commissions. Since
settling in Malta in 2008 she has been working as a freelance artist
undertaking commissions and participating in numerous exhibitions and
local festivals and events. She likes to achieve harmony in contrasts by
blending realism with abstract. Her mission is to help viewers/spectators to
escape for a few moments from some of the bleak realities of life, to lift
their spirits and to instill a sense of optimism by portraying harmonious and
colourful compositions to accentuate the positive through the use of colour
and aesthetically pleasing arrangements of shapes and forms.
Vania Goshe
www.vaniagoshe.com
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22. Structure

Donald Camilleri
Acrylic on Canvas; 56cm x 81cm
Starting Bid: €130
I took a very early interest in Art, spurred on by my father who had a life-long
career art decoration. Eventually I furthered my studies in Art at the University
of Malta, where I graduated in Art History, Art Pedagogy and Baroque Studies.
My favourite media are acrylic painting and ceramic techniques under renown
local and visiting artists. In my work I try to express my fascination with the
natural world and the human condition.

Donald Camilleri
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23. Twin cactus

Anna Galea
Oil on Canvas; 100cm x 100cm
Starting Bid: €1100
Anna Galea (b.1958) is an established artist best known for her abnormally large floral
watercolours and still lifes. A Master’s graduate in Creativity and Innovation from the
Edward de Bono Institute of Thinking, University of Malta and she has exhibited her art
extensively across the main capital cities of Europe including Paris, Rome and Brussels,
as well as in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Australia, Bogota, Mauritius, Washington and New York.
Her watercolour work has been honored as masterful both in the United States and in
Italy where in 2016 she was a featured master watercolour demonstrator at the
International Watercolour Convention in Fabriano, Italy, and again in Dubai in 2018.
Anna's paintings have featured in books of the highly acclaimed 'International Artist'
publishers of USA, on telecards, calendars, book covers and other publications. Her
works can be found in various private collections of art connoisseurs, in palaces and
museums, banks and offices.“Often shown with dramatic lighting that allows the artist
to make the most of the semitransparent plant structures, Galea’s subjects pulse with
life, celebrating the harmony of light and colour” – Agora Gallery, New York, 2017. She
has more recently taken to painting large canvases in oils and other mediums in addition
to her expressions in large watercolours. Tutored by Esprit Barthet, Sarah Warren, Harry
Alden and Anton Calleja. BA in History of Art and Archeology (2009) from the University
of Malta.

Anna Galea
www.annagalea.com
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24. The Jump

Maria Cassar
Oil on Canvas; 50cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €290
Maria Cassar started attending art lessons under Ray Pitrè. Subsequently, for
over ten years, Ms Cassar participated in art sessions at the studio of Harry
Alden. This led her to explore new styles and seek different solutions on how to
express her feelings in a more creative manner. Maria Cassar’s pictures attest
a longing for perfect beauty, for peace and harmony, for a paradise on earth.
There is great poetical vitality in her work. Children feature prominently in nearly
all the works. They appear playing, many times on the shoreline. The young
creatures possess anecdotal charm and adopt natural tender poses as light
strikes their bodies in a rainbow of colours.Ms Cassar took part in various
collective exhibitions. In 2010 she showed her works in a solo exhibition entitled
‘Images from Life’ at art..e gallery, Victoria, Gozo. This was followed by other
exhibitions in 2013 and 2015 at the same gallery. Her paintings are to be found
in various local private collections and abroad.

Maria Cassar
https://www.facebook.com/ArtEGalleryGozo
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25. Red Flowers

Mary Anne Zammit
Acrylic on Canvas; 56cm x 74cm
Starting Bid: €200
Mary Anne Zammit is a graduate from the University of Malta inSOcial WOrk,
in Diplomatic Studies and in Masters in Probation Services. Mary Anne has
obtained a Diploma in Freelance and Feature Writing form the London School
of Journalism. Mary Anne has studied Art at the Palazzo de a Salle Valletta and
under the tuition of Matthew Kassar. Mary Anne has two solo exhibitions in
2001 at Bay Street and at the General Workers Union and participated in
various collective Art exhibitions

Mary Anne Zammit
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26. Heritage

Antoine Xuereb
Acrylic on Canvas; 60cm X 80cm
Starting Bid: €250
I am an artist from Malta and I had an early interest in art from a very young age. I began
to explore and love drawing from my primary school days. When I was a child I always
loved to draw and seeing colours was a marvelous experience for me. Then in secondary
schools I had the opportunity to be taught art by the late maltese artist Anton Agius. Later
I proceeded to take my studies further and started to attend school at the Salvatore
Dimech School of Arts and Crafts, Mosta (now known as the MCAST School of Art &
Design) where after a three year course I obtained the certificate in graphic design. I was
taught by local artists such as Luciano Micallef, Twanny Darmanin and Anton Calleja. I also
attended for some time at the School of Art & Design in Valletta for a course in interior
design. I also attended classes in painting and drawing with the renowned artist Carmel
Bonnello. I am now studying art at the Malta School of Arts in Valletta for a diploma
course in fine arts where after the first year under the artist Alfred Caruana Ruggier, I am
now being tutered by the artist Tony Sciberras in drawing and painting I love to
experiment with different media that I could find and make use of. I had painted stilllife’s, portraits and figurative drawings but I love and have interest more in the abstract
painting style. I had took part in many collective exhibitions with the first one that I
participated being in the year 1997 with the Malta Society of Arts, Manufactures &
Commerce where I had been a member with the same society since then. In November
2010 I had participated in a local art competition & exhibition with one of my paintings
named ‘Directions’ where I had won a special distinction award. I am continuously looking
to learn and gaining more knowledge in art and considers that art is part of his life.

Antoine Xuereb
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27. Mtahleb Church

John Vic Borg
Oil on Canvas; 80cm X 60cm
Starting Bid: €300
Born in Mellieha, Malta on the 5th September 1971. His parents emigrated to
Australia when he was 9 months old. Ever since he could walk he would
always be found with pencils and paper in his hands drawing whatever came
to my mind. It was during those years at school that his teacher Mr Alfred
Vella encouraged him to take art seriously and arranged private art lessons
with artist Mrs Doris Fenech from Mosta. At the age of 10 I started using oils
on canvas for the first time and quickly fell in love with the medium and
haven’t stopped using it since. Oils give him a feeling of freedom to blend
the colours do they remain crisp, sharp and vibrant without losing any
texture.

John Vic Borg
www.jvborg.com
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28. Sunset

Sabrina Debono
Oil on Canvas; 57cm x 47cm
Starting Bid: €280
Sabrina Debono is a Maltese artist. She showed an interest in art from a
young age and matured in a number of creative arts. After graduated with a
Masters Degree in Education, she taught at Primary School for thirteen
years.Sabrina wanted to focus on the creative arts which are so close to her
heart. She focused on creating fine porcelain half dolls. Each doll is in
Sabrina’s creative hands from inception, when the porcelain is still in a liquid
state, right up to the final stages of painting, glazing and final touches in 22
carat gold. Her porcelain work has travelled worldwide and she continues to
create these fine porcelain dolls passionately. Sabrina has also developed her
painting skills by attending tuition under the guidance of Ms Debbie Caruana,
Mr Tonio Mallia and Mr Andrew Borg. Her main focus aims at The Maltese
Islands seascapes, landscapes and florals. Most of her artwork is executed
with the palette knife both in oils and occasionally in acrylics. The vibrant
colours of her seascapes depicting turbulent seas or tranquil Maltese and
Gozitan landscapes reflect the islands warmth and vivacity.

Sabrina Debono
http://www.deluxe.com.mt
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29. Chapel of the Immaculate Conception Mellieha
Carmel Bonello
Watercolours on Paper; 21cm x 30cm
Starting Bid: €250

Carmel Bonello was born in Siggiewi, Malta in 1960. He is an ardent
expressionist of great strength and bold impact. His dynamic energy, which
is constantly seeking new vents, could be the basis of his individuality, his
personal art and style. Carmel Bonello believes in mood, his spontaneity
captures the fleeting moment and galvanizes each instance into permanent
and concrete form. It is incredible how a few strokes of his brush evoke a
mood, an atmosphere. The simplicity and economy in line and composition
lend his work clarity and immediacy. With the use of black and chromatic
colours the artist projects a tremendous force, full of life, His work is packed
with dynamic swirls, action, energy, forceful, strong and bold. Carmel
Bonello is a prolific artist using mixed media and experimentation to obtain
burst of colours or bold graphic compositions.

Carmel Bonello
www.carmelbonello.com
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30. Comino

Arja Nukarinen Callus
Acrylic on Canvas; 30cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €500
A Finnish artist living in Malta

Arja Nukarinen Callus
https://arja-nukarinencallus.squarespace.com
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31. Gnejna Boathouses

Henry Alamango
Watercolour; 54cm x 64cm
Starting Bid: €400
Henry Alamango is a self-taught artist who has forever loved to transfer,
through paint onto paper, the love of nature that is etched in his upbringing.
However, it was not until relatively recently that he has thrown himself into
the art-scene, with a little discipline and a lot of enthusiasm. Whilst Henry
has travelled widely and enjoys painting on his trips, his representational art
is rooted in a love of all things Mediterranean, with particularly strong
impressions of the Maltese Islands. Warm Mediterranean light and stone,
strong sea and skies and an abundance of colourful paraphernalia are
profusely represented in his paintings.

Henry Alamango
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32. Untitled

Joseph Barbara
Acrylic on Canvas; 100cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €400
Born 13th September,1948 in Hamrun, Malta. Studied art at the state school
from 1967- 72 under Carmel Mangion, also between 1967-71 completed an
apprenticeship in steelwork, sheet metal work and welding at the Malta
Drydocks Corporation. Between 1989 and 2009 he produced a calendar each
year with paintings or photographs of Malta. From 1994 till today, he is a
freelance artist. His medium is acrylic, although sometimes he like to mix
other materials in the paintings. He paint in various styles depends on my
mood, Surreal, others Prismatic or Abstract.In the '80s he began
experimenting with plastic water bottles and other scrap materials, like
metal, wooden cable reels, broken mannequins and others. He has exhibited
my work in various countries like England, Germany, Italy, Australia, China,
Hong Kong, apart from numerous times in Malta.In 2003 he was awarded
first place in the Installation Section in the Malta International Biennale.In
2006, was awarded the qualifiers award in the International Poster
Competition Greeting World Expo 2010 Shanghai.My aspirations for the
future of art are to give more life to art and instill it into the next generation.

Joseph Barbara
www.josephbarbara.com
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33. Kurcifiss

Paolo Camilleri Cauchi
Oil on Canvas; 70cm x 35cm
Starting Bid: €700
Paolo Camilleri Cauchi son of Cdr. Agostino Camilleri, born in 1940, lived all
his life in an artistic ambiance in his father’s studio. He studied under his
father and also local and foreign Professors in Rome, Florence and Perugia.
In Malta he was an Art teacher and participated in many solo and collective
exhibitions in Malta, Gozo and abroad. His works are found worldwide, both
in private collections and in churches and cathedrals, in particular those
presented to Saint John Paul II in 1988. In 2004 he was listed in
“Contemporaries Who’s Who” of the American Biographies International,
and was awarded “Man of the Year” from the Board of Directors. In June
2004 Paul was awarded “Gieh il-Belt Victoria” by the Victoria Local Council
followed by the award “Gieh Ghawdex” in October 2011 by the Circolo
Gozitano. In December 2017 Paul was awarded as member of The National
Order of Merit by H.E. Marie Louise Coleiro Preca, President of Malta.

Paolo Camilleri Cauchi
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34. Valletta

Arlette Zammit
Oil on Canvas; 86cm X 66cm
Starting Bid: €450
After forty years in Real Estate Arlette Zammit decided that it was high time
to pursue her life long dream when she retired at age 68. She made this
happen by taking tuition from various reknown artists including Debbie
Caruana Dingli, Winston Hassall, School of Art, Jason Lu, Tonio Mallia. Arlette
has also diversified her art into sculpture and studied under Joseph Chetcuti.

Arlette Zammit
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35. Sengela Point

Joe Pace Ross
Watercolour; 61cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €280
Joe Pace Ross was born in 1938 and spent his professional life in Banking,
initially with Barclays Bank in 1955 and eventually with Mid-Med Bank.
During his 44 years in Banking, he had little time to paint but after he retired
in 1999, he could devote more time to his hobby of painting. He is self taught
and is now a prolific and successful artist.
His preferred subjects are the local bays and harbours cluttered with the
multi coloured boats and the Maltese Luzzu in a serene sea full of reflections.
The artist takes part regularly in collective exhibitions and also organises,
from time to time, solo exhibitions. His current works are exhibited at his Art
Gallery at No. 5 Amery Street, Sliema and can also be viewed on his website,
www.joepaceross.com.

Joe Pace Ross
www.joepaceross.com
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36. Santa Marija Mqabba
Francelle Pace Agius
Acrylic; 30cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €75

Francelle is a young artist. Studied at the School of Art in Valletta. She
specializes in soft pastel as a painting medium and Sacred Art has always
been the main component of her artwork.

Francelle Pace Agius
Facebook: Francelle Pace Agius Art
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37. Stargazer Lilly

Margaret Ellul Vincenti
Watercolour; 53cm x 66cm
Starting Bid: €230
After leaving secondary school she was employed as a manager of Sapienza
Library Valletta but years later had to give up her job to look after her family
of four children. When they were all settled she devoted her spare time to
learning how to paint on watercolour under John Martin Borg and Debbie
Caruana. She studied oil painting at the Academia d'Arte in Florence

Margaret Ellul Vincenti
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38. Il-Belt Valletta

Antoine Paul Camilleri
Water Colour and Ink; 80cm x 90cm
Starting Bid: €800
Born to an artistic family in 1959, Antoine Paul Camilleri starting drawing at a
very young age under the guidance of his father Antoine. Later on his life, he
tried his hands in modelling clay, a medium he still enjoys to work with. He
then moved to ceramics under the guidance of Gabriel Caruana. Antoine
Paul Camilleri had a number of public commissions including the Via Sagra at
the Airport Chapel and a Monument in Gozo. Whilst having participated in a
number of collective exhibitions, Antoine Paul Camilleri also had his personal
exhibitions of ceramic sculptures, metal sculptures, bronze sculptures, as
well as an exhibition of watercolours, pen-drawing and lino prints.

Antoine Paul Camilleri
www.antoinecamilleri.com
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39. Dawn

Carol Jaccarini
Acrylic on Paper; 30cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €450
Carol John Jaccarini, (b.Senglea,1938), read Medicine at the University of
Malta from where he graduated MD in 1961. Between 1964 and 1970 he
continued his post-graduate studies while working in several UK hospitals,
and in 1969 became a Member of the Royal College of Physicians specialising
in Paediatrics and Child Health. Jaccarini first took up art in 1990 when Anton
Calleja invited him to join his studio at Bahrija. Here he studied painting in
various media and participated in regular life figure classes until 2008. He
then continued with life drawing and painting sessions at Patrick Dalli's
studio, and subsequently with a group of artist friends that meet every week
at Anna Galea's in Marsascala. He has also been privately tutored by artists
Harry Alden (design), Jason Lu (portraiture) and Winston Hassal
(watercolour techniques), and has participated in various collective
exhibitions.

Carol Jaccarini
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40. Sunflowers -

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 58cm x 75cm
Starting Bid: €90
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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41. The Gozo Suite

Richard England
Print - limited Edition; 31cm x 45cm
Starting Bid: €150
Son of Edwin England Sant Fournier and Ina Desain, Richard studied at St.
Edward's College, and later graduated in Architecture at the University of
Malta. He then continued his studies in Italy at the Polytechnic University of
Milan and also worked as a student-architect in the studio of the Italian
architect-designer in Gio Ponti in 1960-62.
He is also a sculptor, photographer, poet, artist and author of a number of
books. He is a Visiting Professor at the University of Malta, having acted as
Dean of the Faculty of Architecture between 1987 and 1989. He is also an
Hon. Fellow at the University of Bath in the UK, and an Academician and VicePresident of the International Academy of Architecture.
His philosophy centres on an expression referred to by Charles Knevitt as "a
valid, contemporary regionalism", preferring a process of evolution as
opposed to revolution, “a new leaf as opposed to a new tree”, believing that
architecture and art should be appropriate to both place and time and that
it should evoke the spirit of the place.
He married Myriam Borg Manduca in 1962 and has one daughter and one
son.
Richard England
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42. Boathouses in Gozo

Adele Borg
Acrylic on Canvas; 100cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €420
Prolific expressionist artist who loves vibrant colours, thick texture and who
paints life and nature.

Adele Borg
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43. Torri l-Ahmar

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 39cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €70
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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44. Balconies

Luciano Micallef
Silkscreen Print; 66cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €180
Luciano is versatile as well as eclectic. He constantly deals with various
mediums: wood, copper, stainless steel and plastics. He is now about to
embark on projects in glass, a new medium. He pursues an endless search to
answer questions that deal with the human condition and as he aptly
confirms: " Art defines what words are unable to explain since art reveals
some of the mystery. Art also dissolves some of the chaos in which we are
all immersed".

Luciano Micallef
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45. Poinsietta

Francis Galea
Paletteknife Technique, Acrylics; 60cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €300
Francis was born in Mosta in 1950 and resides in Sliema. His subject matter is
usually connected with scenes from the Romantic past which can still be
admired on canvas on his impasto technique with the palette knife which
convey the beauty and unique impressions of almost 3D images. His first
personal Art Exhibition was hosted at the National Museum of Fine Arts,
Valletta, Malta in 1980. He participated in various personal and collective Art
Exhibitions both locally and abroad including international Art Festivals. In
2015 one of the Painting was selected to be used on the Perugina Milk
chocolate “Xeni ta’ Malta” wrapper collection which was launched in 2015
with the painting entitled “Independence Garden”, Sliema.In April 2016 he
was invited to exhibit his paintings in Beijing-China where he presented 24
paintings with the theme “A Taste of Malta” in collaboration with “Beijing
People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries” and “The Malta
China Friendship Society”. April 2019 Francis was one of the Ten Finalists of
Delicata “Bettija’rt” Contest where he won the “Public Voting Award 2019”.
His biography is mentioned in various publications, magazines, catalogues,
Biographies and reference Books including “The International Dictionary of
Artists who Painted Malta” by Nicholas De Piro.
Francis Galea
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46. Razzet il-Qasam

Pauleen Micallef
Acrylic on Canvas; 50cm x 70cm
Starting Bid: €420
Pauleen was born in England, but always lived in Malta. The beautiful colours
around this island, encouraged her to become a dedicated plein air artist,
means painting from 'live'. Her main topics are land/seascapes, flowers,
portraits and the human figure. Pauleen's mediums vary from oil, water, dry
and acrylic. Has works in private collections locally and abroad. She is a
regular contributor to philanthropic events. Her philosophy: 'When a
painting is hung on someone else's wall, part of the artist remains there too'.
Further works can be viewed on www.pauleensart.com

Pauleen Micallef
www.pauleensart.com
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47. The Market in Strada Teatro
George Apap
Water Colour; 70cm x 54cm
Starting Bid: €300

George Apap mainly works with watercolours and acrylics. His favourite
subject is the Maltese landscapes often caught in the hot summer sun,
picturing rocks and the restless seas. He taught art for the last forty years, is
now retired and spends most of his time walking along country lanes
capturing our lovely countryside. George Apap has had various personal
exhibitions during the last years.

George Apap
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48. Mater Dolorosa

Margaret Farrugia
Oil on Canvas; 41cm X 56cm
Starting Bid: €270
Margaret Farrugia born in Sliema and lives in Birkirkara. She studied and
obtained a Diploma in Art a the Malta School of Art and later continued her
studies under the well know artist Harry Alden. Her favourite medium is oils
although she experimented in water colours and chalk pastels. Her subjects
varies from landscapes, portraits, still life and figure drawing. She
participated in various collective exchibitions and also had a solo exchibition.

Margaret Farrugia
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49. The First Dance Illustration taken from “Melita Darling”
Marisa Attard
Mixed Media; 49m x 39cm
Starting Bid: €450
Marisa Attard is an artist and illustrator. She studied art under Esprit Barthet,
Harry Alden and Anton Calleja. She has illustrated numerous books and has
twice been awarded the Premju Nazzjonali tal-Ktieb for Best Illustrator of
Children’s books. Marisa has taken part in both solo and collective art
exhibitions where her work has been positively reviewed and appreciated.
Marisa is a keen observer of people and frequently uses her art to highlight
the human condition and the political and social reality. She paints the
people that inhabit her world – both real and imaginary. Her sense of humour
comes through in her art. Huge bumbling figures that defy gravity and can
be both serious and dark or humorous, quirky and endearing.
She has been inspired by and admires the work of Quentin Blake, Tim Burton,
Edward Gorey, Ralph Steadman, Ronald Searle, Gerald Scarfe, Gary Larson
and Grayson Perry amongst others. The weird, the dark and the humorous.
Marisa Attard
www.marisaattard.com
https://www.facebook.com/marisaattardart/
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50. Sentiment fuq Tila

Anthony Patrick Vella
Acrylic Impasto on Canvas; 42cm x 52cm
Starting Bid: €300
Anthony Patrick Vella was born in Valletta; he experimented in, developed
and executed various artistic practices. During his stay in Italy he worked as
an Art Director in a design studio, where he directed promotions for one of
the best Italian Amaro sellers in Europe. He was involved in different
architectural projects. His artwork are exhibited around Europe and
elsewhere. One of his outstanding works is the Adoration Chapel in St. Lucia,
Malta. At present he is the Head of Department for Art and Graphical
Comunication at the Secretariat for Catolich Education. Aesthetics in art and
design remain his forte.

Anthony Patrick Vella
www.anthony-patrick-vella.com
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51. Bunch of Flowers

Joseph Trapani
Oil on Canvas; 30cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €180
His passion for art started at a very young age. At the age of 14 he won a
Silver Medal in a National Art Competition for young students. Since then he
continued to develop his skills in oils and acrylics and after, also in Water
Colours under foreign tuition. He attended a course at the Academia del Arte
Leonardo in Firenze where he could experiment the medium in Egg
Tempera. He was commissioned on several works of Portraits, Landscapes
and Reproductions of Old Masters paintings in oil.
He took part in several exhibitions both in Malta and abroad. Much of his
works are now in residences in Malta and abroad.

Joseph Trapani
www.trapanijoseph.com
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52. Vittoriosa

Matthew Kassar
Acrylic on Newspaper Collage; 28cm x 90cm
Starting Bid: € 400
Matthew Kassar (1968) studied art from an early age at The Malta Society of
Arts, Manufacture and Commerce and later on, he took art lessons at the 6th
Form Msida, under his mentor, Alfred Chircop. He followed a four year
diploma course in painting at The Malta School of Arts under Harry Alden,
Charles Cassar and Joseph L. Mallia. He took a one year course in Ceramics
at Targa Gap, and he studied under the artist, Roberto Cippolone, where he
worked for a month in his studio at La Bottega in Florence.He had various
solo exhibitions and also took part in many collective exhibitions, both locally
and abroad. Matthew in his voyage, interprets his paintings with great
sensitivity and sensibility. His technique produces sculptural illusions. By
choosing the right piece of newspaper cuttings, Matthew manages to
intermingle his paintings and collages, to produce certain effects. And since
he uses gesso, varnish, paint and sand, these give texture and like a big
jigsaw puzzle, he produces real, acute and clear subjects, some geometrical
and some figuratively. The paintings present the viewer with an illusion of
forms and volumes. Subjects vary from churches, chapels, portals, balconies,
still lives, figures, city scapes etc. producing an actual dreamy atmosphere of
serenity, peace, tranquillity and rest.
Matthew Kassar
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53. Il-Buqari

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 40cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €70
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.After discovering his talent he contacted Izda
Art Publishers who encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and
in doing so earn an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the
association to help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the
association. Michael has participated in various local art
exhibitions.Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most
comfortable using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture
including vintage trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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54. A Public Act of Faith

Margaret Farrugia
Oil on Canvas; 79cm X 60cm
Starting Bid: €350
Margaret Farrugia born in Sliema and lives in Birkirkara. She studied and
obtained a Diploma in Art a the Malta School of Art and later continued her
studies under the well know artist Harry Alden. Her favourite medium is oils
although she experimented in water colours and chalk pastels. Her subjects
varies from landscapes, portraits, still life and figure drawing. She
participated in various collective exchibitions and also had a solo exchibition.

Margaret Farrugia
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55. Fantasy Coast

Matthew Cassar
Oil on Canvas; 50cm x 70cm
Starting Bid: €300
Matthew Cassar is a deeply involved and enthusiastic artist and teacher of
Art, a poetic dreamer with a lyrical fantasy, a profound interpreter of
nature's wonders, specialising in sunset and sunrise on a liquid element the
sea. …E.V.Borg. His artistic vision and basic source of inspiration is light and
atmosphere, dynamics and movement. He is fascinated by rough stormy
seas as since early youth I used to observe and meditate rolling waves,
studying their oscillatory movement and watching their progress as they
rush and break on the shore.

Matthew Cassar
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56. Ir-Razzett

Yves Cali
Oil on Canvas; 40cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €475
Yves Cali, son of Carlo and Yvette nee Serge, was born on the 9th February
1947, married to Jean nee Thompson, was educated at Chiswick House
School then St Aloysius College. In 1987 Yves designed Malta’s present Coat
of Arms, The President’s Flag and Malta’s Maritime flag. He designed the
cartoon booklet for Malta’s entry into the EU and a similar one for Lithuania.
Yves Cali took up oil painting some ten years ago giving preference to
landscapes. Self taught he feels that art comes naturally to him and is in his
genes. On his father’s side we have his Great Grandfather Giuseppe Cali. His
grandfather, Ramiro Cali, and Ramiro’s wife, Maria Cali Corleo. His father
Carlo and uncle Guido were also extremely good painters; his father having
been responsible of designing the 1964, Independence Coat of Arms. On his
mother’s side, Yves can boast of Giovanni Schranz, his great, great, great
grandfather whose paintings, together with those of Giuseppe Cali may be
found in the Museum of Fine Arts in Valletta and is the great, great grandson
of Nicola Zammit who was a doctor, a lawyer and architect.

Yves Cali
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57. The Water Cart

Larissa Debono
Watercolour; 54cm x 44cm
Starting Bid: €350
Born in Russia. Studied architecture. Lives in Malta. Works as a tourist guide
and paint Maltese scenes.

Larissa Debono
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58. Waiting

Marylin Scerri
Acrylic on Canvas; 50cm X 51cm
Starting Bid: €150
I am a pensioner and attend the school of art in Valletta Mikiel Anton Vassalli
College.

Marylin Scerri
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59. Sfinec

Paul Caruana
Watercolour; 74cm x 85cm
Starting Bid: €550
Born April 1960, studied art in government schools under the guidance of the
late Antoine Camilleri, Harry Alden and Anthony Degiovanni and has
showcased works in various exhibitions, both solo and collectives. His first
real teacher was his late father. He was in the Merchant Navy and used to
send letters illustrated with stuff he'd seen and places he visited. As he grew
up, the letters held fewer illustrations and scribbles and used to comics,
especially American ones illustrated with the best black and white graphics.
Those were his first influences. Dad was also his first critic. I remember him
once criticizing some drawing I was doing, and in frustration I tore it up
amidst a flood of tears. . My first solo show was in Moscow in March 1985.
So far he has organized eleven solo shows. He has also participated in various
collectives including Nghinu bl-Arti, Permartex and Sacred Christian Art to
name but a few. His work is to be found in many private collections, both
locally and abroad.

Paul Caruana
http://www.paul-caruana.net
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60. Nude

Patrick Dalli
Watercolour; 75cm x 66cm
Starting Bid: €700
Born in Malta in 1955. From his teenage years to 1995 works primarily
through self training, interested mainly in landscape, still-life, and
portraiture. In 1995, Patrick starts formal training under the tutorship of
Anton Calleja (b.1955-) exercising mainly in the study of the human figure. It
is in these very 66 active years that Dalli concentrates his practice on the
nude. In the following years, together with other fellow artists, Dalli
practices intensely in life-sessions. He particpates in collective exhibitions in
Malta and abroad, exhibiting nudes, lanscapes, and still-life paintings. In
2002, he organises his first personal exhibition THE HUMAN FIGURE, at
Gallerija Liberta', Valletta. Between 2002 and 2004 he works on the pictures
for the exhibition PATRICK DALLI - NUDES, Gallerija Liberta', Valletta. All the
paintings in this show were worked through life-sessions at the artist's
studio. In 2005 he holds a personal exhibition at Muska Gallery, in 2007 an
exhibition of drawings at B'Art Gallery and in 2008 an exhibition, PATRICK
DALLI – NUDES at St. James Cavalier and The Human Figure at the Malta Fine
Arts Museum in 2010
Patrick Dalli
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61. Sailing

Victor Grech
Oil on Board; 56cm x 66cm
Starting Bid: €150
I was born in Malta in 1965, and work in Malta as a consultant paediatrician
with a special interest in paediatric cardiology. I live in Pembroke with my wife,
two children and three Siamese cats, and have found painting Maltese
landscapes and seascapes a particularly relaxing pastime. This medium is oil on
canvas with a painting knife and John Borg Manduca, the famous Maltese
impressionist artist, is my inspiration and mentor. These paintings tend to be
both Impressionist, Expressionist and Fauvist, and here are some samples of my
work. My paintings are of varying sizes, from 30 by 20 cm to 180 by 80 cm, and
are for sale.

Victor Grech
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62. View of Blue Grotto

Anthony Cassar
Oil on Canvas; 50cm X 70 cm
Starting Bid: €290
Born 1947. Mainly a self thought artist. Preferred Medium is oil, but also
works with acrylics and other media. Attended and just completed a 3 year
course in painting at the School of Art in Valletta.

Anthony Cassar
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63. Ir-Redentur

Joseph Barbara
Acrylic; 67cm x 73cm
Starting Bid: €500
Born 13th September,1948 in Hamrun, Malta. Studied art at the state school
from 1967- 72 under Carmel Mangion, also between 1967-71 completed an
apprenticeship in steelwork, sheet metal work and welding at the Malta
Drydocks Corporation. In 1971 I travelled and worked in Sweden for a year
and after to England till 1974.From 1974 till 1994, teaching sheet metal and
welding in a Technical Collage.Between 1989 and 2009 produced a calendar
each year with my paintings or photographs of Malta which I took, for
different companies.From 1994 till today, freelance artist. My medium is
acrylic, although sometimes I like to mix other materials in the paintings. I
paint in various styles depends on my mood, Surreal, others Prismatic or
Abstract.Through my art I try to deliver messages and protests concerning
the environment.In the '80s I began experimenting with plastic water
bottles and other scrap materials, like metal, wooden cable reels, broken
mannequins and others. I have exhibited my work in various countries like
England, Germany, Italy, Australia, China, Hong Kong, apart from numerous
times in Malta.In 2003, was awarded first place in the Installation Section in
the Malta International Biennale.

Joseph Barbara
www.josephbarbara.com
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64. Valletta Scene

Joe Ellul Vincenti
Glazed Clay; 60cm x 28cm
Starting Bid: €800
Retired architect, chartered electrical engineer and once Enemalta
Chairman, Joe’s attraction for clay derives from a life of construction and
design. Joe draws on his past expertise in building houses and churches,
cupolas and factories, to give shape to his clay. Working with clay is in a way
not very different from working on the drawing board. Under the capable
tutorship of George Muscat, at the Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology, he quickly mastered the properties of clay and the mystique of
glazing. Joe’s work is quite varied. Some of his earlier stuff could be very
humorous, with figures concocted out of clay and found material like cogs,
rusty metal and bolts. Other work reflects his training in design as an
architect, or his experimenting with various techniques, while later work
reflects more sculpted material, threedimensional buildings, landscapes and
streetscapes.

Joe Ellul Vincenti
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65. Ix-Xarabank

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 50cm x 70cm
Starting Bid: €70
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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66. Il-Gharghur

Richard Saliba
Oil on Canvas; 90cm x 90cm
Starting Bid: €750
Richard Saliba was born in 1943. Between 1960 and 1965 he frequented the
Government School of Art, then under the direction of Chev. Vincent Apap.
Between the years 1975 and 1980 he followed courses in drawing and
painting at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Perugia where he studied under
Bruno Orfei and Romeo Mancini and etching and engraving under Diego
Donati. These studies were later to be followed in 1982 by a specialized
course in etching and aquatint at the Istituto Statale d’Arte in Urbino. Since
1975 he has exhibited regularly in collective exhibitions held in Malta and
abroad and also held one-man shows in Malta, Russia, Switzerland and
France.

Richard Saliba
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67. Maltese Skyline

Vickie Tonna
Oil on Canvas; 40cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €250
Vickie Tonna is currently training as a landscape and portrait painter under
Tonio Mallia and Debbie Caruana Dingli respectively.
She was born in Malta in 1959 and graduated from Malta University with a
B.A in English and Italian, and later with an M.A. in English Literature, and
then worked as an Italian language teacher and an English literature teacher
for a number of years. She studied the technique of water colour over a
couple of years under the tutorship of Debbie Caruana Dingli and this led to
her taking part in a collective exhibition of new artists at Gallery G in Lija. She
also followed diverse courses in acrylic painting at Caroline Lawrence's
studio and watercolour with Doranne Alden, interested mainly in landscape,
still-life, and portraiture. As a landscape painter, she finds the motifs that
inspire her in the varied scenery during her travels, as well as in the warmth
of colour present in the local landscape and limestone buildings. Her
preferred medium is now oil paint and most times it is the palette knife rather
than the brush that suits her technique, even in portrait painting. She took
part in a joint exhibition with Jackie Magri entitled ‘Take Two’ in 2017 and
recently her art has been selected to be used as labels for the latest edition
of Marsovin’s 1919 wine bottles. During the launch, she had her first solo
exhibition.
Vickie Tonna
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68. Sunday Morning Gharb Square Gozo
Arnold Sultana
Oil on Canvas; 35cm x 45cm
Starting Bid: €700

Arnold has been painting for as far back as he can remember. He has lived in
Malta since birth and has naturally been influenced in his art by the
environment he was brought up in. Arnold says: "I lived in the capital,
Valletta, up to the early sixties and my best works are pictures of the shaded
streets that criss-cross the city."

Arnold Sultana
www.arnoldsultana.com
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69. Ciklomina

Joan Zammit Cutajar
Oil on Canvas; 70cm x 51cm
Starting Bid: €400
Joan Zammit Cutajar started her journey into the art world with Esprit
Barthet who tutored her from a very young age and continued to guide her
in her studies at the old Polytechnic College. After various courses she
started taking part in numerous collective exhibitions then on to many solos.

Joan Zammit Cutajar
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70. Oak

Oliver Paul Pace
Oil on Canvas; 40cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €330
Plain air painter. Born 1957. His paintings reflect his experience of a fastchanging local environment. His love of painting was rekindled in 2009 with a
return to plein air after having moved away from painting for a member of
years. He paints alongside artists forming part of the Plein Air Painters of
Malta and the Wednesday Art Group

Oliver Paul Pace
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71. Before Launching at Vecca, St. Paul's Bay
Paul Fenech
Watercolour; 66cm x 36cm
Starting Bid: €150

Paul Fenech is a retired educator. His life has been dedicated to encouraging
free expression across culture and mutual respect amongst different societies.
He's been inspired by Ted Wessen. Paul is a spontaneous, generous, and
dynamic person. He lives the moment. A pleasure to be in his company –
always alive and jolly! He starts early in the morning, to choose the location,
before the sun is up - finding the perfect setting to capture the scene. His
favourite place is Qala, Gozo.

Paul Fenech
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72. Pointless Without You
Christine Porter Lofaro
Oil on Board; 35cm x 43cm
Starting Bid: €600

Christine Porter Lofaro commenced her artistic formation at a young age.
She attended Art classes at the Malta Government School of Art and also at
the Society of Arts Manufactures and Commerce in Valletta. She continued
to develop different styles and techniques under the private tuition of Mr.
Harry Alden, who was one of Bridget Riley’s students. Along with 16 years of
teaching experience, Christine holds an honours degree in Art and a Master’s
degree in Creativity and Innovation from the University of Malta. In 2016, she
obtained a Ph.D. from the University of Sheffield (UK) with research on
studio spaces and creativity. Christine is a full-time artist and a visiting
lecturer at the Department of Digital Arts within the Faculty of Media and
Knowledge Sciences (MAKS) at the University of Malta.
In 2019, Christine has been added as a member of the International Guild of
Realism. Founded in 2002, the guild recognizes the best contemporary
realists, while also building bridges between collectors and artists working
in this field.

Christine Porter Lofaro
www.christineporterlofaro.com
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73. Nude

Jeni Caruana
Watercolour; 37cm x 67cm
Starting Bid: €150
Jeni Caruana is an illustrator turned painter. Together with fellow Trail artist
C.S. Lawrence, she will be demonstrating her process and offering creative
drawing workshops on The Trail. Jeni specialises in painting other artists at
work, such as dancers and musicians. She finds nothing more exhilarating
than painting as something is happening in front of her. She loves the
challenge of capturing the atmosphere, the colour and the music, but more
than anything is fascinated by the way that musicians seemingly blend into
their instruments and become fused with the music. Having trained as an
illustrator in the 1970s, the drawing skills she gained during her training have
stood her in good stead ever since. She still loves to work from models and
always carries a sketchbook with her.

Jeni Caruana
www.jenicaruana.com
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74. Ir-Razzett

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 58cm x 75cm
Starting Bid: €90
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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75. Zebbug Sunset

Doranne Alden Caruana
Water Colour; 52cm x 44cm
Starting Bid: €300
40 years plus int he art world. Maltese born - Doranne Alden Caruana (1963),
is an International Art Tutor, Professional Artist and Graphic Designer whose
preferred painting medium is watercolour.
Her career in the arts spans over 3 decades and her works have appeared in
several collective and solo exhibitions both locally and overseas. Her work
has been published in several international art magazines as well as local
ones and has also been featured on local TV art programmes. As an art tutor
she has taught Art in Italy and Germany and invited to teach in Spain in 2018.
The latest Art publication to feature her work is an APS sponsored
publication - 2 Generations of Maltese Artistic Families vol 3, along with her
father Albert Joseph Caruana.

Doranne Alden Caruana
www.dorannealdencaruana.com
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76. Pink

Pippa Zammit Cutajar
Oil; 53cm x 73cm
Starting Bid: €350

Pippa Zammit Cutajar
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77. Reflected City

Joseph Casapinta
Water Colour; 59cm x 49cm
Starting Bid: €450
Joseph Casapinta’s passion in watercolour painting is a testimony of the
great development in the mastery of this medium. Collections of
watercolour paintings have been exhibited both locally and abroad.
Casapinta successfully shows that this delicate medium of watercolour can
be bold, rich and dramatic. He is awfully intrigued to show the public that
viewing the everyday life in another way, by taking what is not first
noticeable and then brings that into focus, gives the viewers a new
perception. His watercolour paintings make us understand to see beauty and
simplicity within complexity.

Joseph Casapinta
www.josephcasapinta.net
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78. Lava

Elena Toncheva
Acrylic on Canvas; 60cm x 80cm
Starting Bid: €500
Elena Toncheva is an Bulgarian artist based in Malta . She was always
interested in watercolor techniques. It was in France, where she started her
artistic journey in oils. Moving to Malta in 2005 she further developed her
skills under the tuition of Anton Grech, Philip Aguis and Mattew Cassar. Elena
Toncheva holds a Master degree in engineering. Her preferable media are
mostly oils, acrylics and mixed media on canvas or wood. Using different
paintings techniques and palette knife, Elena Toncheva paints landscapes,
seascapes, countryside scenes, still lifes and abstracts. She is a member of
Society of Arts since 2008 and takes part at collective, duo and solo
exhibitions in Malta and abroad. Her paintings are acquired in Europe and
Asia.

Elena Toncheva
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79. South Westerly

Ronnie Muscat Azzopardi
Oil Painting; 49cm x 61.5cm
Starting Bid: €380
Ronnie Muscat Azzopardi is a retired architect and has long been keen on art
and painting. His experience of art wss seeing his fathr paint serene rural
landscapes on oil. At school at the Lyceum his art tutor was Espirit Barthet.
In later years he studied art under various artisits notably Madeline Gera,
Debbie Caruana Dingli, Tonio Mallia , Andrew Borg and John Martin Borg. His
favourite medium is oils and he favours the Impressionist style. Born close to
the sea, his love for it is reflected in his seascapes and strong brush strokes
in rendering rough seas. He enjoys plein air painting. He has taken part in
three joint exhibitions and has also traveled abroad on group painting
classes.

Ronnie Muscat Azzopardi
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80. St. Angelo

Joseph Trapani
Water Colour; 39cm x 49cm
Starting Bid: €320
His passion for art started at a very young age. At the age of 14 he won a
Silver Medal in a National Art Competition for young Students. Since then he
continued to develop his skills in oils and acrylics and after also in Water
Colours under foreign tuition. He attended a course at the Academia del Arte
Leonardo in Firenze where he could experiment the Medium in Egg
Tempera. He was commissioned on several works of Portraits, Landscapes
and Reproductions of Old Masters paintings in oil.He took part in several
Exhibitions both in Malta and abroad. Much of his works are now in various
residences in Malta and abroad.

Joseph Trapani
www.trapanijoseph.com
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81. Mediterranean Tragedy
Roberta Zammit Cutajar
Oil on Canvas; 62cm x 52.5cm
Starting Bid: €350

Roberta Zammit Cutajar is an impression artist that paints with oil on canvas.
She has just had her first solo exhibition at the Chamber of Commerce which
started on the 14th November 2018

Roberta Zammit Cutajar
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82. Serenity

Iven Demicoli
Acrylic on Canvas; 45cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €80
Iven Demicoli from Had-Dingli. He is studying at The Archbishop's Seminary
Secondary School Rabat Malta. He studies painting under the tutorship of
Ms Abigail Attard and Ms Lara Gove. After discovering his talent, he wanted
to help others by participating in this art exhibition. He believes that in future
he will be professional artist and architect.

Iven Demicoli
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83. Mdina

Kevin Sciberras
Acrylic on Canvas; 100cm x 70cm
Starting Bid: €400
Kevin Sciberras constantly explores the potential of abstract forms, brush
marks, contrasts and textures to create expressionist visual art. The artist
builds up the surfaces of his paintings in consecutive transparent layers. He
employs multiple layers of rich colours giving his paintings luminous depth
and richness.

Kevin Sciberras
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84. Il-Gardjola

Nick Inguanez
Acrylic on Canvas; 100cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €380
Nick Inguanez's work seeks inspiration form the Socio spatiel context and
contemporary discourse. He has participated in several collective exhibitions
and has held two solo exhibitions. His work is found in private collections
locally and abroad.

Nick Inguanez
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85. Central Courtyard

Frida Vento
Acrylic on Canvas; 40cm x 40cm
Starting Bid: €200
Frieda Vento who hails from Vittoriosa and now residing in Marsascala has
always shown a great interest in art since a young age. This shows in the
numerous ingenious crafts she taught and completed throughout her career
as a Kindergarten Assistant. Now retired, she pursued her long-life desire for
painting, her favourite medium being acrylic. Although her painting themes
vary, her favourite subjects remain Landscapes and Old and Historical
Maltese Buildings.

Frida Vento
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86. Solitude

Karen Tonna
Acrylic on Canvas; 60cm x 120cm
Starting Bid: €375
Simply put …. Art reach out to a wandering spirit, drawing it out into the
sunshine.Portrait photography is also my passion, but painting is what sends
me into a trance like state of pure calm and serenity.Painting has woken me
up to the full meaning of satisfaction and exhilaration.

Karen Tonna
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87. A Concept Study No. 5 The Risen Christ with Mary
John Martin Borg
Ink and Wash and Gold; 42cm x 32cm
Starting Bid: €250

John Martin Borg took up watercolour painting after graduating in Pharmacy from
the University of Malta back in 1977 and exhibited his first works in 1979. He is mostly
renowned for his maritime pictures and atmospheric landscapes. Working mostly on
location his watercolours gradually developed into studies of moods and poetic
expressions. He broke new grounds with his abstract and religious works
intertwining them seamlessly together to produce individual distinctive works,
easily identifiable with the artist. His spiritual works gradually gained in popularity
and he has presented three personal exhibitions dedicated solely to this genre.
John Martin Borg has been invited by the Vatican for the meeting with His Holiness
Pope Benedict XVI in November 2009. One of his works is on in a permanent
exhibition at the European Parliament in Brussels, another forms part of the Royal
Collection in London. This was presented to the Royal Couple by the President of
Malta, His Excellency Dr. Censu Tabone in May 1992. A religious painting was
presented to His Holiness Pope Benedict xvi on His visit to Malta in April 2010.
His works are found in a number of important places including the Museum of
Contemporary Arts, the Maritime Museum, the Cathedral Museum Mdina, amongst
others. His works have also been exhibited at the Mall gallery and the Royal
Watercolour Society in London, at the UNESCO Head Quarters in Paris, and many
other high profile locations.

John Martin Borg
www.johnmartinborg.com
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88. Untitled

Mary Clare Albanozzo
Acrylic on Canvas; 100cm X 70cm
Starting Bid: €300
Mary Clare was born in Sliema, Malta in December 1945. She does not
remember a time when she didn’t paint but only started formal art training
in 1995 when she joined The Malta School of Art, graduating with a diploma
in Fine Art (painting) in 1999. She studied painting under the tutorship of
Alfred Portelli and Tony Sciberras and History of Art with Emmanuel
Fiorentino. The subject chosen for her dissertation was ‘Illuminated
Manuscripts’, still one of her favourite topics.

Mary Clare Albanozzo
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89. Christmas Eve

Frederick Gingell
Oil on Canvas; 70cm x 50cm
Starting Bid: €650
Born in 1946, in Valletta, Frederick Gingell, studied art at a young age. It
remained dormant for years. It resurfaced fifteen years ago when he
returned to the School of Arts in 2000. He furthered his studies for seven
years under the direction of Artist Harry Alden. However, he has never lost
his youthful idealism and passion in the practice of art. Colour is the
dominant and forceful characteristic of his works. Frederick participated in
numerous collective exhibitions and produced three solo exhibitions. The
Courier magazine had commented "His work is edgy and breathtaking; the
use of colour is inspirational". Frederick is main medium is in oil, however he
produced bas-releifs and collage in wood. Most of his works are either at
local institutions or private collections. Others can be found in Canada,
France, Italy, Russia, United Kingdom, Australia and USA. His works can be
viewed at www.frederickgingell.com.

Frederick Gingell
www.frederickgingell.com
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90. Braving the Storm

Edwin Galea
Watercolour; 35cm x 45cm
Starting Bid: €400
Marine Artist and Historical Naval Artist

Edwin Galea
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91. Fantasy Dream

Ganni Pace
Original Terracotta; 40cm x 24cm
Starting Bid: €290
Mr Pace who held ten personal exhibitions, is a social realist with a heart of
gold, with empathy and sympathy for suffering humanity, for the
emarginated poor and dispossessed, for persons in distress. His forms
capture light, reflect and retract it, a vital requisite in Impressionist sculpture.
Ganni Pace’s main inspiration was derived from mentor Medardo Rosso
(1855-1928) who was instrumental in fusing sculpture and painting whilst
developing a love for wax.

Ganni Pace
www.gannipace.com
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92. Heart of Gold

Alexia Coppini
Oil on Canvas; 60cm x 30cm
Starting Bid: €350
Alexia Coppini is a Maltese painter who creates fantastic seascapes and
ethereal skies. The common thread in Alexia's paintings is representations
of big skies and vast seas. They represent the natural environment in the
most tranquil manner. Each painting speaks for itself. Alexia lives by the sea
and is therefore easily absorbed by the beauty of the sea and the natural
environment. Alexia's paintings evoke a sense of the spiritual as well as the
fluid nature of the sea, and the light in the air creates a play with memory in
timelessness. The artist is versatile in various subjects, which include
portraits, still life and animals. She also has a great passion to draw and paint
images from marine and landscape. For her the natural environment is a
great source of inspiration.

Alexia Coppini
www.alexiacoppini.com
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93. Gnejna

Catherine Cavallo
Oil on Canvas; 80cm x 60cm
Starting Bid: €500
I studied Fine Art/Oil Painting for 4 years at The City and Guilds London
School of Art, graduating with 1st Class Hons. After 9 years in London l
moved to Tuscany where l spent 3 more years, and where my love for
landscapes was born.
Now residing in Malta, my paintings yo-yo between landscapes and
figurative work. I draw my inspiration from looking at the world around me
and current events. I enjoy depicting groups of people in various
environments and situations, which l intersperse with landscapes, so the
weight of my themes vary. I use landscapes as the light relief to my heavier
figurative works.

Catherine Cavallo
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94. The Sky, The Sea, Clouds
Nataliya Poliksha
Watercolour; 36cm x 51cm
Starting Bid: €180

Poliksha Natalia She graduated from the Moscow Theater and Art Technical
School, later the Moscow State Art and Industrial University. S.G. Stroganov
participation in exhibitions: 1988 the 18th youth exhibition in The Artist'S House
on the Crimean shaft, Moscow 1990 personal exhibition in the group "Ancreol"
1990 jubilee exhibition, Malaya Georgian, Moscow 1992 exhibition "Lic, face and
face", Museum Of Cinema, Moscow 1993 exhibition of the gallery "Lais", New
Jerusalem 1999 personal exhibition in the gallery "Union creativity", Moscow
2009 4th Graphic Arts Fair 2009, Small Manege, Moscow 2012 GEO_ART
GALLERY, TRAVELING TIME. EAST-WEST, CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARTISTS,
MOSCOW 2013 XIIIInternational Exhibition - Contemporary Art Competition
"Russian Week of Arts", Sokolniki Exhibition Hall 2013 exhibition from the
collection of galleries "VIZIT" and "VONGA", Central House of Artists, Moscow
2013-2014 GEO_ART GALLERY, USELESS BEAUTY, CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARTISTS,
MOSCOW 2015 International Exhibition - Competition of Contemporary Art
"Russian Week of Arts", Central House of Artists, Mosco 2016 GEO_art GALLERY,
International Exhibition Project "Red and Black", Gallery "On Kashirka",
Moscow 2017 International Bienale Iws Albania, Tyrana 2017 show-exhibition
GLICH art-space Aglomerat ("Agglomerate"), Kostomarovsky lane 3, Moscow
2017 International Exhibition-Competition of erotic art, International Center for
Design "Art-Play" Moscow, Nizhnyaya Syromutnicheskaya str., 10, Moscow 2018
Festival UrbinoInAcquerello and EXPO.
Nataliya Poliksha
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95. Fil-Kwiet tal-Bitha
Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 59cm x 47cm
Starting Bid: €90
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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96. The Gozo Suite

Richard England
Print - limited Edition; 31cm x 45cm
Starting Bid: €150
Son of Edwin England Sant Fournier and Ina Desain, Richard studied at St.
Edward's College, and later graduated in Architecture at the University of
Malta. He then continued his studies in Italy at the Polytechnic University
of Milan and also worked as a student-architect in the studio of the Italian
architect-designer in Gio Ponti in 1960-62.
He is also a sculptor, photographer, poet, artist and author of a number of
books. He is a Visiting Professor at the University of Malta, having acted
as Dean of the Faculty of Architecture between 1987 and 1989. He is also
an Hon. Fellow at the University of Bath in the UK, and an Academician
and Vice-President of the International Academy of Architecture.
His philosophy centres on an expression referred to by Charles Knevitt as
"a valid, contemporary regionalism", preferring a process of evolution as
opposed to revolution, “a new leaf as opposed to a new tree”, believing
that architecture and art should be appropriate to both place and time
and that it should evoke the spirit of the place.
He married Myriam Borg Manduca in 1962 and has one daughter and one
son.
Richard England
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97. Mdina View

Michael Vassallo
Acrylic on Canvas; 57cmx 67cm
Starting Bid: €90
Michael Vassallo from Siggiewi has been a quadriplegic due to an accident in
his youth while celebrating his local parish feast. He has since then been
confined to a wheel chair and lost the use of his hands. It was not easy to
adapt to his new life, but with help from his friends and family he managed
to overcome these difficulties.
After discovering his talent he contacted Izda Art Publishers who
encouraged him to take up mouth-painting as a living and in doing so earn
an independent life. He was granted a scholarship from the association to
help him progress in his tuition, and is now a member of the association.
Michael has participated in various local art exhibitions.
Nowadays he has learnt various art techniques and feels most comfortable
using acrylics. He prefers painting traditional local culture including vintage
trucks, buses and country side scenery.

Michael Vassallo
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98. Castle in the Mountains
Olga Kharchenko
Watercolour; 37cm x 56cm
Starting Bid: €150

Born in Ukraine in Kiev. Studied at the National Art School in Kiev andState
Academy of Slavic culture in Moscow. Freelance artist since 2005.
Participated in international festivals and exhibitions in Italy, Switzerland,
Spain, Serbia, Albania, Slovenia, Ukraine, and Bulgaria. Member of the
international watercolor society. Works are in museums and private
collections in Italy, Slovakia, America, Switzerland, Poland.

Olga Kharchenko
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99. Winter In the Russian Village
Olga Kharchenko
Watercolour; 37cm x 56cm
Starting Bid: €150

Born in Ukraine in Kiev. Studied at the National Art School in Kiev andState
Academy of Slavic culture in Moscow. Freelance artist since 2005.
Participated in international festivals and exhibitions in Italy, Switzerland,
Spain, Serbia, Albania, Slovenia, Ukraine, and Bulgaria. Member of the
international watercolor society. Works are in museums and private
collections in Italy, Slovakia, America, Switzerland, Poland.

Olga Kharchenko
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100. Rocker

Nataliya Poliksha
Watercolour; 38cm x 56cm
Starting Bid: €300
Poliksha Natalia graduated from the Moscow Theater and Art Technical School,
later the Moscow State Art and Industrial University. S.G. Stroganov
participation in exhibitions: 1988 the 18th youth exhibition in The Artist'S House
on the Crimean shaft, Moscow 1990 personal exhibition in the group "Ancreol"
1990 jubilee exhibition, Malaya Georgian, Moscow 1992 exhibition "Lic, face and
face", Museum Of Cinema, Moscow 1993 exhibition of the gallery "Lais", New
Jerusalem 1999 personal exhibition in the gallery "Union creativity", Moscow
2009 4th Graphic Arts Fair 2009, Small Manege, Moscow 2012 GEO_ART
GALLERY, TRAVELING TIME. EAST-WEST, CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARTISTS,
MOSCOW 2013 XIIIInternational Exhibition - Contemporary Art Competition
"Russian Week of Arts", Sokolniki Exhibition Hall 2013 exhibition from the
collection of galleries "VIZIT" and "VONGA", Central House of Artists, Moscow
2013-2014 GEO_ART GALLERY, USELESS BEAUTY, CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARTISTS,
MOSCOW 2015 International Exhibition - Competition of Contemporary Art
"Russian Week of Arts", Central House of Artists, Mosco 2016 GEO_art
GALLERY, International Exhibition Project "Red and Black", Gallery "On
Kashirka", Moscow 2017 International Bienale Iws Albania, Tyrana 2017 showexhibition GLICH art-space Aglomerat ("Agglomerate"), Kostomarovsky lane 3,
Moscow 2017 International Exhibition-Competition of erotic art, International
Center for Design "Art-Play" Moscow, Nizhnyaya Syromutnicheskaya str., 10,
Moscow 2018 Festival UrbinoInAcquerello and EXPO.
Nataliya Poliksha
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101. Winter in Holland

Paul Fenech
Watercolour; 36cm x 66cm
Starting Bid: €150
Paul Fenech is a retired educator. His life has been dedicated to encouraging
free expression across culture and mutual respect amongst different
societies. He's been inspired by Ted Wessen. Paul is a spontaneous,
generous, and dynamic person. He lives the moment. A pleasure to be in his
company – always alive and jolly! He starts early in the morning, to choose
the location, before the sun is up - finding the perfect setting to capture the
scene. His favourite place is Qala, Gozo.

Paul Fenech
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102. Still life with hat

Joe Debono
Oil on Canvas, 72cm x 52cm
Starting Bid: €300

Joe Debono
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103. Still Life with Pottery
Joe Debono
Oil on Canvas; 85cm x 76cm
Starting Bid: €300

Joe Debono
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104. The Gozo Suite

Richard England
Print - limited Edition; 31cm x 45cm
Starting Bid: €150
Son of Edwin England Sant Fournier and Ina Desain, Richard studied at St.
Edward's College, and later graduated in Architecture at the University of
Malta. He then continued his studies in Italy at the Polytechnic University of
Milan and also worked as a student-architect in the studio of the Italian
architect-designer in Gio Ponti in 1960-62.
He is also a sculptor, photographer, poet, artist and author of a number of
books. He is a Visiting Professor at the University of Malta, having acted as
Dean of the Faculty of Architecture between 1987 and 1989. He is also an
Hon. Fellow at the University of Bath in the UK, and an Academician and VicePresident of the International Academy of Architecture.
His philosophy centres on an expression referred to by Charles Knevitt as "a
valid, contemporary regionalism", preferring a process of evolution as
opposed to revolution, “a new leaf as opposed to a new tree”, believing that
architecture and art should be appropriate to both place and time and that
it should evoke the spirit of the place.
He married Myriam Borg Manduca in 1962 and has one daughter and one
son.

Richard England
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105. Nativitas

Victor Agius
Glazed ceramics, 15cm x 25cm
Starting Bid: €150
Born in 1982 in Gozo Malta, Victor Agius as a child became acquainted with
sculptural work thanks to his father Mario Agius who is a sculptor. After
graduating from the University of Malta's Fine Art Department (2004), he
furthered his studies abroad: first in 2009 at the International School of
Painting, Drawing and Sculpture in Perugia (Italy), then in 2011 at the Central
Saint Martin's College for Art and Design in London (UK). So far, his works
have been shown at various artistic venues in Malta, among which the
National Museum of Fine Arts and St James Cavalier Centre for Creativity in
Valletta, but also at many public places of cultural significance such as the
Neolithic temples complex Ġgantija a UNESCO World Heritage site and the
Mdina Cathedral. He has also participated in numerous international
exhibitions: the Spazio Pastificio Cerere in Rome (2012), Galleria San Eufemia
in Venice (2011), the Arte Padova Fair in Padova (2011), the Long Room Gallery
at Oxford University (2010), the International Biennale of Contemporary Art
in Florence (2009) and the Museum of Modern Art in Santo Domingo (2006).
As an emerging talent from Malta he represented his country in the 2014
European Ceramic Context in Bornholm (Denmark). Recently his proposal
for Public Art in Malta named Ħaġarna was selected in a national
competition.

Victor Agius
www.victoragius.com
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106. Gagazza

Doreen Garcia
Sculpture; 20cm high
Starting Bid: €100

Doreen Garcia
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107. Melita Gold 2018

Central Bank of Malta / Lombard Bank
Pure Gold Coin
Starting Bid: €800
A 24 carat gold bullion coin issued in limited edition in 2018 and named Melita.
This coin weighs ½ oz (15.55g) and has a face value of €50.
The Melita’s obverse and revers respectively display a personification of Malta
inspired by the Edward Caruana Dingli postage stamp of 1922 and the coat of
arms of the Republic of Malta.
Each coin is officially certified and housed in an individually numbered sealed
card that both protects and certifies the coin within.

Central Bank of Malta / Lombard Bank
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108. French Schooner called Phoenix

The late Joseph Gauci
Hand made model to scale, 140 cm x 140 cm x 40 cm
Starting Bid: €800

The late Joseph Gauci
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Lot numbers and artists
1

Galina Troizky

28

Sabrina Debono

55

Matthew Cassar

82

Iven Demicoli

2

Maria Rossella Dalmas

29

Carmel Bonello

56

Yves Cali

83

Kevin Sciberras

3

Ethelbert Perini

30

Arja Nukarinen Callus

57

Larissa Debono

84

Nick Inguanez

4

Adrienne Cassar

31

Henry Alamango

58

Marylin Scerri

85

Frida Vento

5

Henry Alamango

32

Joseph Barbara

59

Paul Caruana

86

Karen Tonna

6

Maria Cassar

33

Paolo Camilleri Cauchi

60

Patrick Dalli

87

John Martin Borg

7

Raymond Agius

34

Arlette Zammit

61

Victor Grech

88

Mary Clare Albanozzo

8

Charles Palmier

35

Joe Pace Ross

62

Anthony Cassar

89

Frederick Gingell

9

Audrey Mercieca

36

Francelle Pace Agius

63

Joseph Barbara

90

Edwin Galea

10

Paul Fenech

37

Margaret Ellul Vincenti

64

Joe Ellul Vincenti

91

Ganni Pace

11

Claude Gaffiero

38

Antoine Paul Camilleri

65

Michael Vassallo

92

Alexia Coppini

12

Yves Cali

39

Carol Jaccarini

66

Richard Saliba

93

Catherine Cavallo

13

Raymond Borg

40

Michael Vassallo

67

Vickie Tonna

94

Nataliya Poliksha

14

Dianna Lambert

41

Richard England

68

Arnold Sultana

95

Michael Vassallo

15

Catherine Cavallo

42

Adele Borg

69

Joan Zammit Cutajar

96

Richard England

16

Maria Rossella Dalmas

43

Michael Vassallo

70

Oliver Paul Pace

97

Michael Vassallo

17

Emmanuel Borg

44

Luciano Micallef

71

Paul Fenech

98

Olga Kharchenko

18

Michael Vassallo

45

Francis Galea

72

Christine Porter Lofaro

99

Olga Kharchenko

19

John Grima

46

Pauleen Micallef

73

Jeni Caruana

100

Nataliya Poliksha

20

Henry Borg Barthet

47

George Apap

74

Michael Vassallo

101

Paul Fenech

21

Vania Goshe

48

Margaret Farrugia

75

Doranne Alden Caruana

102

Joe Debono

22

Donald Camilleri

49

Marisa Attard

76

Pippa Zammit Cutajar

103

Joe Debono

23

Anna Galea

50

Anthony Patrick Vella

77

Joseph Casapinta

104

Richard England

24

Maria Cassar

51

Joseph Trapani

78

Elena Toncheva

105

Victor Agius

25

Mary Anne Zammit

52

Matthew Kassar

79

Ronnie Muscat Azzopardi

26

Antoine Xuereb

53

Michael Vassallo

80

Joseph Trapani

106
107

27

John Vic Borg

54

Margaret Farrugia

81

Roberta Zammit Cutajar

Doreen Garcia
Central Bank / Lombard
Bank
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Joseph Gauci
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New Year’s Day Art Auction in Aid of Id-Dar Tal-Providenza

On behalf of Id-Dar Tal-Providenza, we would like to thank all the Artists who so generously donated their
artworks for this event, as well as the following, who made this event happen through their help and support
to make this event a special successful fund raising activity.
.

• H.E. Mons Charles J. Scicluna

• Ms Jackie Micallef

• Mr Mario Caruana

• Belgravia Auctions

• Mr David Grech

• Zaffarese Signs and Displays Ltd

• Mr Joseph Sammut

• Mr Norman Bonello

• GO p.l.c.

• Inġ. Karl Camilleri

• Ms Anna Bonello

• 103 F.M.

• Ms Nadine Camilleri Cassano

• Ms Asha Caroline Caruana

• Godwin’s Garage

